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DSI with a history spanning six decades has established a tradition of providing quality education that develops technocrats, entrepreneurs and business leaders for global markets. Quality education across a broad range of disciplines from Pre-University to Post-Graduation and Doctoral programs covering Arts, Commerce, Sciences, Pharmacy, Engineering, Dental Sciences, Biological Sciences, Nursing, Allied Health as well as Business Management and Information Technology characterises DSI.

Dayananda Sagar Institutions (DSI)- A strong legacy

DSI with a strong legacy of innovation in education, DSI, Bengaluru has started the Dayananda Sagar University, created by an Act of the Karnataka State Legislature and the Government of Karnataka and approved by the University Grants Commission (UGC) under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India.

Dayananda Sagar University (DSU)

With a strong track record of innovation in education, DSI, Bengaluru has started the Dayananda Sagar University, created by an Act of the Karnataka State Legislature and the Government of Karnataka and approved by the University Grants Commission (UGC) under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India.

DSU envisions being the largest private university, with state-of-the art facilities, ultra-modern labs and highly accomplished teaching staff with national and international academic, industry and R&D experience.

The sprawling 120-acre DSU campus coming up on Kanakapura Road, Bengaluru, will be supported by the DSU Innovation Campus on Hosur Road, Bengaluru and the campus in Kumaraswamy Layout, Bengaluru.

Why DSU?

The diversity of programs at DSU equals any other university across the globe. The curriculum design reflects immediate industry needs and of the future. Adding to this advantage is the Continuous Evaluation and Option of Credit Transfer allowing for great flexibility to students coming into our campuses. DSU attracts foreign students in its campuses setting the stage for a great global convergence and an international experience.

The gains of studying in DSU

DSU provides students with:

- an environment which inspires, excites and involves them towards a growth oriented path
- a challenging experience to make them the best in their chosen field
- ample opportunities to showcase their skills

Commerce & Management, Nursing & Physiotherapy programs have integrated courses from:

- SAP
- NLP (Neuro Linguistic Program)
- Outbound/Skill Development Program
- ACCA / CMA
- Business Analytics
- GE Healthcare

Quick Facts

- 50 Plus programs
- 22,000 plus Students
- Backed by a six decade legacy
- Massive Infrastructure
Innovators and Geniuses!

Here's a great opportunity to show case your bright ideas. Ideas that can change the way we live. India's first start-up village in an academic campus is now all set to welcome you! Walk in with an idea. Move out with a product, a Company and a B.Tech degree at the end of four years!

Sounds exciting!

Come over to our campus on Hosur Road, Bengaluru to see for yourself the outstanding ecosystem. Made possible in active partnership and support from industry leaders like Autodesk, IBM, Boston, NVIDIA, VMware, Bosch Rexroth, Bosch ETAS, GE Healthcare, Analog Devices..... and many more giants.

The start-up village is a one-stop solution and not just to young innovators. Working professionals too can join us in pursuit of setting up their companies. Industry veterans concerned with empowering India and to enable it to become a great producer and manufacturer of goods and services. Currently being imported: Here is your chance to engage in a unparalleled opportunity.

Accomplished Individuals:

Be part of this great experiment. Join the start-ups as a mentor. You can now contribute to an India that can become a self-reliant manufacturing economy.

Corporates: You can join the other biggies.... Now! You are welcome to set up your labs / outsource your new inventions....the options are unlimited.

Dayananda Sagar University has been innovative in combining education and entrepreneurship by providing an opportunity to its students to set-up a business enterprise leading to India’s industrialisation.
The strong student centric focus in DSU is ensured by quality pedagogy supported by an excellent library equipped with journals and a digital repository of learning resources. The thirst for knowledge is accelerated by providing good laboratories and research centers. The campus also has standard laboratories and research centers.

The campus cares for the overall well being of its students in need of medical attention at the Sagar Hospitals. Fitness enthusiasts can have a great time at its fitness center/gymnasium and sports centers; not to forget the ample provision for outdoor games.

Transport, hostel facilities (separate for men and women), dining areas and in-house kitchen supervised by accomplished chefs, high end security and support facilities assure a great experience.

Facilities

- Centre for Excellence on campus
- IBM, Autodesk, Bosch Rexroth, VMware, Boston, Dassault Systemes, Bosch ETAS, NVIDIA, Analog Devices and GE Healthcare, among others:
  - Provide opportunity for students to be involved in live-projects
  - Guided internship programs to suit various specializations
  - Curriculum emphasizes on inter-disciplinary research and its applications
  - Focus on training to suit global trends

Academic and Research Partnership with:

- Rochester Institute of Technology - USA
- Villanova University - USA
- Illinois Institute of Technology-Chicago - USA
- Northern University of Illinois, USA
- Kennesaw State University, USA
- University of Texas - Arlington, USA
- National Taipei University of Technology, (TAIPEI TECH), Taiwan
- FHDW Fachhochschule der Wirtschaft (University of Applied Sciences) Paderborn, Germany
- Arizona State University

The DSU differentiator

- An ecosystem that incorporates concepts from great centres of learning in the East and the West
- Academic delivery places emphasis on collaborative project based learning
- Flexible and dynamic syllabus to suit industry requirements
- Focus on innovation and skill development
- Distinguished faculty
- Hands on learning and solving live problems of industry relevance
- A start-up village for 200 enterprises to pursue entrepreneurial dreams
- All academic programs including curriculum are developed and delivered with active assistance, participation and involvement of industry and faculty from premier institutions including IIMs / IITs / IISc
- Emphasis on undergraduate research

Agreed!

DSU is a great campus to be.

But how do I get in?

For admission to Engineering a candidate can apply through: CET, DSAT, COMED K and UNIGAUGE or the NRI/foreign student categories.

For Pharmacy and Management Programs DSAT scores are required

What is DSAT?

DSAT: The Dayananda Sagar Admission Test (DSAT) is a qualifying examination conducted by Dayananda Sagar University

DSAT would be held in more than 34 cities across India.

For online registration visit: www.dsu.edu.in
For more information please contact the Admission Department: 080 46461800
## Programs

### Engineering - B-Tech
- Computer Science & Engineering (AI / ML)
- Electronics & Communication Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Computer Science & Technology
- Aerospace Engineering

### Engineering - M-Tech
- Computer Science & Engineering
  - IOT (Internet of Things) / Big Data
- Computer Science & Information Technology
  - Cloud Computing
- Electronics & Communication
  - Embedded Systems
- Mechanical Engineering
  - Design Engineering

### Computer Applications
- BCA

### Vocational Studies
- B Voc - Tool Engineering / Mechatronics / IT (DATA Analytics)

### Management Studies
- BBA
- BBA - BFSI
- MBA - Finance / Human Resource / Marketing

### Executive MBA
- PDCM
- CIM
- FDP
- MDP

### Commerce
- B.Com (With integrated training for ACCA)
- B.Com (With integrated training for CMA)
- B.Com (With training for CA)

### Pharmaceutical Sciences
- B.Pharma
- M.Pharma
  - Pharmaceutics
  - Pharma Chemistry
  - Pharmacology
- Pharma D

### Basic & Applied Sciences
- B.Sc - Biotechnology, Biochemistry & Genetics
- B.Sc - Biotechnology, Chemistry & Microbiology
- B.Sc - Genetics, Biochemistry & Microbiology
- M.Sc - Biotechnology
- M.Sc - Biochemistry
- M.Sc - Microbiology

### Allied Health Sciences
- BPT - Bachelor in Physiotherapy
- MPT - Masters in Physiotherapy
  - Orthopedics
  - Neuro Sciences
  - Cardiopulmonary Sciences
  - Community Physiotherapy
  - Women’s Health and Paediatrics

### Nursing Sciences
- B.Sc – Nursing
- PB B.Sc Nursing
- MSc Nursing
  - OBG Nursing
  - Community Health Nursing
  - Medical Surgical Nursing
  - Psychiatric Nursing
  - Paediatric Nursing

### Journalism & Mass Communication
- BA (Hons) Journalism

DSU also offers Ph.D Programs in: Engineering, Management, Pharmacy and Biological Sciences